This paper presents a careful derivation of the quasiclassical equations of superconductivity so that a manifest gauge invariance is retained with respect to the space-time arguments of the quasiclassical Green's functionĝ. The terms responsible for the Hall effect naturally appear from the derivation. The equations are applicable to clean as well as dirty superconductors for an arbitrary external frequency much smaller than the Fermi energy. Thus, they will form a basis toward a complete microscopic understanding of the Hall effect in type-II superconductors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Hall effect in the vortex state of type-II superconductors remains a matter of controversy after decades of intensive investigations. The early phenomenological theories of Bardeen and Stephen 1 and Nozières and Vinen 2 fail to account for the sign change of the Hall conductivity found in the vortex state of a wide variety of materials.
3,4 Also, a debate still continues about the forces acting on a single moving vortex. 5 This state of affairs may be attributed partly to a lack of the established tractable microscopic equations with which one could test the validity of various phenomenological models numerically. Especially, the standard quasiclassical equations of superconductivity, i.e. one of the most powerful methods for nonequilibrium superfluids and superconductors, 6 have been known to be unable to describe the phenomenon.
Efforts have been made recently to include terms responsible for the Hall effect in the quasiclassical equations. Larkin and Ovchinnikov 7 incorporated higherorder effects arising from the particle-hole asymmetry near the Fermi level, but the main terms corresponding the normal-state Hall effect are still missing in their equations. Kopnin 8 obtained kinetic equations with the desired Hall terms and used them to discuss the fluxflow Hall effect. 9 However, their applicability is limited to clean superconductors with slow time variations, due to his transformation to Green's functions [see Eq. (11) below] which may not be suitable for deriving the equations for high-frequency disturbances. More recently, Houghton and Vekhter 10 also reported an extension, but there seem to be a couple of unsatisfactory points. First, the obtained equations do not carry a manifest gauge invariance with respect to the space-time arguments of the quasiclassical Green's functionĝ. The second point lies in their derivation process: They first define the local one-particle energy ξ ≡ ξ(p− e c A) which depends on the position R as well as the momentum p through the spatial dependence of the vector potential A = A(R).
Whereas they expand this ξ with respect to A to get the linear field dependence of the equation, the solutionĝ to the equation is formally defined by the integral of the full Green's functionĜ over the unexpanded ξ = ξ(p− e c A). The validity of this procedure is not entirely clear.
With these observations, we here present a careful and more straightforward derivation of the quasiclassical equations which can fully describe the Hall effect of the vortex states and form a firm basis for any detailed numerical studies. A key ingredient lies in the introduction of a new transformed Green's function [see Eq. (8) below] whose gauge change can solely be expressed with respect to the slowly varying space-time coordinate; they are different from those used by Kopnin 8 and enable us to obtain completely gauge-invariant quasiclassical equations. The idea goes back to the original work of Gor'kov 11 and was extensively used by Eilenberger
12
prior to his derivation of the quasiclassical equations.
13
On the other hand, Larkin and Ovchinnikov 14 presented a more compact derivation of the quasiclassical equations with the left-right subtraction trick without recourse to the transformed Green's function. Those two approaches certainly provide the same equations at the lowest order of the approximation. It turns out, however, that the advantages of the two approaches have to be combined to proceed further with the gauge-invariance at every order of the approximation for a systematic derivation of the Hall terms. Indeed, the quasiclassical equations will be obtained here by applying the left-right subtraction trick to the Dyson-Gor'kov equation for the new transformed Green's function. This paper is organized as follows. Section II writes down the Dyson-Gor'kov equation for the conventional retarded Nambu Green's function, followed by an introduction of a new Green's function whose gauge change can be expressed only with respect to the center-of-mass coordinate. Section III transforms the space-time derivatives of the Dyson-Gor'kov equation into an expression of using the new Green's function. Section IV performs a similar transformation to the self-energy part of the Dyson-Gor'kov equation. Section V collects the results of Secs. III and IV to write down the Dyson-Gor'kov equation for the transformed Green's function, and subsequently derives the retarded quasiclassical equations by the left-right subtraction trick. Section VI presents the extension to the advanced and the Keldysh parts. Section VII concludes the paper with several remarks.
We puth = 1 throughout, and denote the light velocity, the electron charge, and the electron bare mass by c, e(< 0), and m, respectively.
II. GREEN'S FUNCTIONS
We will consider the elements of the Nambu-Keldysh matrix 6 separately as it turns out to be more convenient than handling the matrix itself. We first focus on the retarded part to describe the derivation, and then carry out the extension to the advanced and the Keldysh parts. We hence drop the conventional superscript R signifying "retarded" while the distinctions are unnecessary.
Let us define a couple of retarded Green's functions by
where 1 ≡ r 1 t 1 specifies the space-time coordinate, αβ are the spin indices, and {A, B} ≡ AB+BA. To suppress the spin indices we introduce 2×2 matrices G and F by (G) αβ = G αβ and (F ) αβ = F αβ . Using G and F , we next define a 4 × 4 Nambu matrix by
and the corresponding self-energy matrix bŷ
They are changed for
with 1 and 0 denoting the 2 × 2 unit and zero matrices, respectively. They satisfy the Dyson-Gor'kov equation:
Here Φ is the scalar potential,1 is the 4 × 4 unit matrix, and H 1 is defined by
with µ the chemical potential and A the vector potential. We now introduce the key quantities, i.e. a couple of new Nambu matrices, by using a nonlocal gauge transformation aŝ
Here r 1 ≡ (ct 1 , r 1 ) is the four vector, 16 R ≡ R 12 ≡ 1 2 ( r 1 + r 2 ), and I is defined by
where A ≡ (Φ, −A) denotes the covariant electromagnetic potential and d s is taken along the straight line. The quantitiesĜ andΣ defined above have a desired property that only the center-of-mass coordinate R is relevant in the gauge transformation
Proceeding witĥ G andΣ, we are led to the equations with a manifest gauge invariance with respect to R, as seen below. Indeed, Levanda and Fleurov 17 has successfully derived normal-state kinetic equations with a manifest gauge invariance by using the componentḠ of Eq. (8) .
It is worth pointing out the difference of the aboveĜ from that used by Kopnin. As mentioned in Introduction, Kopnin 8 has derived kinetic equations based on a couple of transformed Green's functions similar to Eq. (8). However, his phase factor is different from Eq. (10) as
where dr ′ is along the straight line; see Eq. (18) of Ref.
8. The presentĜ may be more advantageous, since its gauge transformation property is expressible only with respect to R. Indeed, it will enable us a more systematic and comprehensive derivation of the Hall terms. It is convenient for later purposes to introduce the two functions:
Then Eq. (10) can also be written as
with r ≡ r 12 ≡ r 1 − r 2 .
III. SPACE-TIME DERIVATIVES
Let us rewrite the first two terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (6) with respect toĜ of Eq. (8) . The following identities are useful for this purpose (j = 0, 1, 2, 3):
, and summations over the repeated index k (= 0, 1, 2, 3) are implied. Using the results, the gauge-invariant time and space derivatives of G are transformed as
and
where we have neglected spatial derivatives of both the electric field E and the magnetic field h. Similarly, we have
Notice the differences of (17) and (19) , and also between Eqs. (18) and (20) .
We now introduce the Fourier transform ofĜ bŷ
where the arguments ε and −ε both have an infinitesimal positive imaginary part. We also define the gaugeinvariant derivatives ∂ T and ∂ R by
Then using Eqs. (17)- (20), we can write the first two terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (6) with respect to Eqs. (21)- (23). We finally neglect terms second-order in ∂ R , E, h, and (p − p F ) 2 with p F the Fermi momentum, since they are smaller than the first-order ones by an order of magnitude in "small", 6 i.e. (p F ξ 0 ) −1 etc, with ξ 0 the coherence length. With these procedures, the first two terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (6) are Fouriertransformed into
where
, and E 1 and E 2 are defined by Eqs. (12) and (13), respectively. Here one should keep in mind that ∂ T in E 1 and E 2 operates only on E and h.
With no time dependence in E and h, E 1 → 1 and E 2 → 1 2 so that the last four terms in Eq. (24) reduce to
These terms are absent in the conventional derivations, which are certainly responsible for the Hall effect of both the normal and the vortex states. Before closing the section, we compare the above result with the corresponding one derived by Kopnin. 8 Due to the difference between Eqs. (10) and (11), he obtained instead of Eq. (25) the expression: 24) is free from the assumption of the slow time variations and is applicable to the cases of arbitrary external frequencies, as long as they are much smaller than the Fermi energy.
IV. SELF-ENERGY TERMS
We next consider the following self-energy terms appearing on the left-hand side of Eq. (6):
Some of the main issues may be: (i) whether these terms can also be expressed with respect to the gauge-invariant derivatives of Eqs. (22) and (23); (ii) how the bare mass m in Eq. (24) is changed by the interactions; (iii) whether new terms arise or not besides the last four terms in Eq.
. We first focus on Eq. (27). Writing it with respect tō Σ andḠ, it is transformed into an expression whereΣḠ is multiplied by a phase factor e iφ123 with
Here the contour C 123 is given in Fig. 1(a) , and we have used the Stokes theorem to obtain the second line, 16 with the infinitesimal surface element df jk (j, k = 0, 1, 2, 3) defined by 
To evaluate Eq. (31), we expand
We then find that, with the approximation for Σ adopted below in Eq. (37), the terms ( r 13 · ∂ R ) n ′ with n ′ ≥ 1 can be neglected. This fact may be realized more clearly by noting that r 13 ≡ (ct 13 , r 13 ) is transformed in Fourier space into ε and p derivatives on Σ(pε, RT ), and there already exists one r 13 in the surface element as Eq. (32). Using the approximation, the integrations over u and v in Eq. (31) are easily performed to yield
where E 1 and E 2 are defined by Eqs. (12) and (13), respectively, and we have neglected spatial derivatives of E and h once again. We now introduce the Fourier transform ofΣ through
Then using Eq. (34), we can transform Eq. (27) intō
where ∂ T in E 1 and E 2 operates only on E and h. The latter two exponentials are to be expanded to first order in ∂ R , E, and h, in accordance with Eq. (24). To this end, we use the following approximation for the self-energy:
with a the renormalization factor and v F the Fermi velocity. 19 We then neglect terms including R derivatives of ReΣ(p F 0, RT ) as well as ε and R derivatives of ImΣ(p F ε, RT ), since they are smaller at least by an order of magnitude in (p F ξ 0 ) −1 . We thereby obtain the Fourier transform of Eq. (36) as
where A • B is defined by
We next consider Eq. (28). Writing it with respect tō ∆ andF * , it is expressed as∆F * multiplied by the phase factor: We add the four extra paths as the broken lines in Fig.  1(b) and then subtract them. This factor is thereby written as
where φ j (j = 1, 2, 3) is defined as Eq. (31) with the contour C j given in Fig. 1(b) . Those φ j 's may be transformed into expressions corresponding to Eq. (34), but their explicit forms will not be required below; we should only keep in mind that they all include t 13 or r 13 , as in the case of Eq. (34). We now introduce the Fourier transform of∆ in the same way as Eq. (35). We also use the following identity:
With these prescriptions, Eq. (28) is transformed intō
where ∂ T and ∂ R are defined by Eqs. (22) and (23), respectively. The latter two exponentials should be expanded to first order in ∂ R , E, and h. To this end, we use the approximation:
Compared with Eq. (37), the ε and p−p F expansions are stopped here at the lowest level; this difference originates from the smallness of (p F ξ 0 ) −1 . With Eq. (42), all the p and ε derivatives on ∆ vanish in Eq. (41), so that we may put φ 1 + φ 2 + φ 3 = 0. Also, terms including R derivatives of ∆(p F 0, RT ) should be neglected as they are smaller by an order of magnitude in (p F ξ 0 ) −1 . We thereby obtain:
Equations (29) and (30) are transformed similarly by using the contours of the phase integrals given in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), respectively. Especially for Eq. (29), we use the approximation:
with C 13 and C 2 given in Fig. 1(c (29) and (30) can be written in terms of the gauge-invariant derivatives of Eqs. (22) and (23) as
respectively. We now collect Eqs. (38), (43), (45), and (46) into a Nambu-matrix form with respect toĜ(pε, RT ) and
With the abbreviations J ≡ J(pε, RT ) and J * ≡ J * (−p−ε, RT ), etc, the third term on the left-hand side of Eq. (6) can now be written as
witĥ
One 
The corresponding right-hand equation may be derived similarly. It can also be obtained from Eq. (50) by: (i) taking its Hermitian conjugate with noting the relationsĜ
A (pε, RT ), where A denotes "advanced"; (ii) formally changing A to R . The result is:
Let us rewrite the above two equations with respect tô G ′ ≡τ 3Ĝ . We next operateτ 3 from the left and the right sides of Eq. (52), and subtract the resulting equation from Eq. (50). We then perform the integration over ξ, neglecting all the ξ dependences except that ofĜ ′ . To this end, let us define the quasiclassical Green's function byĝ
with 0 + an infinitesimal positive constant. 13, 21 We also take the following procedures to get the final equations:
(iii) Neglect terms with E · ∂ p , since they are smaller than those with v F · E∂ ε by an order of magnitude in (p F ξ 0 ) −1 . (iv) Make use of the integral expressions of Eqs. (12) and (13) .
Thus, the quasiclassical equations are obtained as 
which operate on g and f of Eq. (53), respectively. If E and h are time independent, these operators acquire the simple expressions: A key point in the above derivation is that the terms with E · ∂ p turn out to be smaller than those with v F · E∂ ε by an order of magnitude in (p F ξ 0 ) −1 . Hence those terms in Eqs. (24), (36), and (41) could be neglected from the beginning. Tracing back the derivation, it then follows that the ε expansion in Eqs. (37) and (42) are unnecessary, so thatσ in Eq. (54) may have a more general ε dependence than Eq. (51) aŝ
Hence Eq. (54) can also be used, for example, for a system with a strong electron-phonon interaction where there may be a strong ε dependence inΣ. Equation ( . This is certainly a desired property to provide a support for the validity of the present equations. Compared with the result of Kopnin, 8 Eq. (54) are more advantageous in its wide applicability, i.e. it can be used for clean as well as dirty superconductors in arbitrary external frequencies much smaller than the Fermi energy. In addition, the terms with O g and O f are also present in the retarded and the advanced parts of the equations; those terms were neglected by Kopnin who considered only the static case of ω = 0, but may have an important role in the vortex dynamics of finite external frequencies. One can also show that Eq. (54) agrees in the static limit to the equations obtained by Houghton and Vekhter, 10 if a due care is taken in the gauge choice and terms next order in (p F ξ 0 ) −1 (i.e. terms with R and p derivatives of σ and∆) are neglected in their Eq. (53). Thus, Eq. (54) clarifies the applicability of their Eq. (53) that it is valid only in the static limit; for example, the first term in the square bracket of Eq. (56) is absent in their equation.
It follows from Eq. (54) thatν ≡ĝ •ĝ satisfies
In the absence of the right-hand terms, this equation tells us that ifν =1 at some space point, as in the uniform cases, then v F · ∂ Rν vanishes so thatν does not change along the straightline path parallel to v F ; we may thereby concludeν =1 everywhere. However, this normalization condition no longer holds generally in the presence of the right-hand terms. This does not cause any trouble, however, and we only have to solve Eq. (54) with imposing the condition thatν →1 as ε → ∞ or E → 0.
VI. EQUATIONS IN NAMBU-KELDYSH SPACE
The above result for the retarded Green's function can easily be extended to the advanced and the Keldysh parts.
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Let us define the advanced Green's functions by
We also define the Fourier transform and the quasiclassical Green's function aŝ
respectively, where the arguments ε and −ε carry an infinitesimal negative imaginary part. As for the Keldysh part, we start from the basic definitions: 
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented a systematic derivation of the quasiclassical equations based a nonlocal-gauge-transformed Green's function (8) . This enabled us to retain the gauge invariance in terms of the center-of-mass coordinate R ≡ (RT ) at every stage throughout the derivation. Equation (54) . This is certainly a desired property to provide a strong support for the validity of the present equations. Also, the terms responsible for the Hall effect are automatically present in the operators O g and O f . Indeed, by applying Eq. (54) to the normal state, one recovers the normal-state Hall effect. It should also be noted that Eq. (54) is applicable to band electrons; this may be shown by using in the derivation the anisotropic self-energyΣ(pε, RT ) where the effect of the periodic lattice potential is incorporated.
Compared with the results of Kopnin 8 and Houghton and Vekhter 10 which are valid only in the static limit, as discussed in the paragraph below Eq. (59), Eq. (54) is more advantageous in its wide applicability that it can be used for clean as well as dirty superconductors up to the external frequencies comparable with the energy gap. In addition, terms with O g and O f are also present in the retarded and the advanced parts of the equations; those terms were neglected by Kopnin who considered only the static limit of ω = 0, but may have an important role in the cases of finite external frequencies.
Thus, we have derived an equation which forms a firm basis for detailed studies of the Hall effect in the vortex states. Solving Eq. (54) is expected to bring a comprehensive understanding of the Hall effect in type-II superconductors.
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